Three-dimensional (3D) Poisson solver plays an important role in the study of space-charge effects on charged particle beam dynamics in particle accelerators. In this paper, we propose three new 3D Poisson solvers for a charged particle beam in an open rectangular conducting pipe. These three solvers include a spectral integrated Green function (IGF) solver, a 3D spectral solver, and a 3D integrated Green function solver. These solvers effectively handle the longitudinal open boundary condition using a finite computational domain that contains the beam itself. This saves the computational cost of using an extra larger longitudinal domain in order to set up an appropriate finite boundary condition. Using an integrated Green function also avoids the need to resolve rapid variation of the Green function inside the beam. The numerical operational cost of the spectral IGF solver and the 3D IGF solver scales as O (N log(N) ), where N is the number of grid points. The cost of the 3D spectral solver scales as O (N n N) , where N n is the maximum longitudinal mode number. We compare these three solvers using several numerical examples and discuss the advantageous regime of each solver in the physical application.
Introduction
Three-dimensional Poisson's equation has important applications in physics, chemistry, biology and environment. In particle accelerator physics, the nonlinear space-charge effect due to Coulomb interactions of charged particles has significant impact to the particle beam quality in high intensity accelerators. It drives emittance growth of the beam and causes beam losses inside the accelerator. A natural way to include the space-charge effect in the simulation is through self-consistent particle-in-cell (PIC) method [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In the PIC method, macroparticles are advanced step by step in phase space subject to both the external forces and the space-charge forces. Normally, at each step, the external forces can be quickly computed using the given external fields. The spacecharge forces are calculated self-consistently using the charge density distribution at each step by solving the Poisson equation on a computational grid. Here, the charge density distribution is obtained from the deposition of discrete macroparticles onto the computational grid using an assumed shape function. Solving the Poisson equation involves a large number of numerical operations and is much more computationally expensive than the external force calculation. An efficient Poisson solver will be of importance E-mail address: jqiang@lbl.gov.
in the PIC simulation in order to quickly calculate the space-charge forces and to reduce the total simulation time.
In previous studies, a number of methods have been proposed to solve the Poisson equation inside a closed computational domain [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . For fully three-dimensional open computational domain, an efficient Green's method using fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) and zero padding was used to solve the Poisson equation for the electric potential inside the beam [12] [13] [14] . This method was further improved to handle situation with large aspect ratio and with high order accuracy [15] [16] [17] . In some particle accelerators, the longitudinal size of the charged particle beam is larger than the aperture size of the pipe or the aperture size of the beam pipe is small, the effects of conducting pipe on the beam are not negligible. Fig. 1 shows a schematic plot of a charged particle beam inside an open rectangular conducting pipe. The electric potential in the Poisson equation for the beam has a finite boundary condition in the transverse plane and an open boundary condition in the longitudinal direction. A brute force method is to make the longitudinal computational domain large enough so that the potential vanishes at the edge computational domain. The Poisson equation can be solved within a closed computational domain subject to the 3D Dirichlet boundary condition. However, using a large extra computational domain beyond the beam may waste computing resource since only the electric potential/field inside the beam is needed to advance charged particles in the PIC simulation. An efficient method to handle the longitudinal open boundary condition was proposed in our previous study using a boundary matching procedure [18] . However, this method uses a finite difference scheme for the longitudinal discretization. For a long bunch with very large longitudinal to transverse aspect ratio, (e.g. >100), the use of a finite difference method in the longitudinal direction may not be computationally efficient. In Ref. [19] , a Hermite-Gaussian expansion was proposed to handle longitudinal open boundary condition in a round conducting pipe. For a rectangular conducting pipe, a Green's function method was proposed by Ryne to effectively handle the longitudinal open boundary condition [20] . This method uses a standard Green function in the transverse plane and an integrated Green function in the longitudinal direction. The solution is then calculated using an FFT based method with zero padding. In this paper, we propose three new alternative methods to solve the Poisson equation in an open rectangular conducting pipe. These new methods are spectral integrated Green function method, 3D spectral method, and 3D integrated Green function method. To the best of our knowledge, none of these methods was reported before to solve the The organization of this paper is as follows: We will present the three numerical methods in Section 2. We give several numerical examples in Section 3. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
Numerical methods
For a charged particle beam inside an open rectangular conducting pipe, we write the three-dimensional Poisson equation as:
where, φ denotes the electric potential inside the beam, ρ the charge density distribution of the beam, x, y and z denote the horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal coordinates respectively. The boundary conditions for the electric potential in the open rectangular perfect conducting pipe are:
where a is the horizontal width of the pipe and b is the vertical width of the pipe. In the following, we propose three efficient numerical methods to solve the Poisson Eq. (1) subject to above boundary conditions.
Spectral integrated Green function method
Given the boundary conditions in Eqs. (2)- (6), the electric potential φ and the source term ρ can be approximated using two sine functions as [21] [22] [23] [24] :
where 
where
The above ordinary differential equation for each mode lm can be solved using a Green function method. This solution can be written as:
where the Green function G lm is given by:
The above convolution integral can be discretized on a mesh that longitudinally contains only the beam. The discrete electric potential on an equidistant grid point z i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N z is given as:
where The Green function given in Eq. (13) exponentially decreases with the increase of the separation between two grid points. In the numerical calculation of the integral Eq. (12), resolving the Green function may not be necessary if the variation of beam density along z is slower than the decreasing rate of the Green function. The convolution integral Eq. (12) is broken into a summation of a number of small interval convolutions and can be rewritten as: 
Substituting Eq. (13) into above equation, we obtain the integrated Green function as:
Using the integrated Green function G int lm , the convolution summation Eq. (16) can be calculated using the same FFT with the zero padding method as the standard Green function method. The numerical error in the above approximation scales as O(h 2 z ). The advantage of this method is that the fast decrease of the Green function does not need to be resolved in the numerical approximation to the convolution integral Eq. (12), which can significantly save computational resource in some applications.
The numerical calculation of the sine function transform in both x and y directions can be done efficiently using the FFT method. 
3D spectral method
In many accelerator physics application, the longitudinal density distribution of the charged particle beam has a Gaussian distribution. This suggests that the ordinary differential equation (11) can also be solved efficiently using a Hermite-Gaussian series expansion, which naturally satisfies the open boundary condition (Eq. (6)) in the longitudinal z direction.
The charge density ρ and the electric potential φ for each transverse mode lm can be approximated as [21, 22, 24] :
where the scaled Hermite-Gaussian function H n is defined as:
where A is a longitudinal scaling constant, which can be set as the beam longitudinal root mean square (RMS) size σ z , H n is the nth order Hermite polynomial with properties:
The scaled HermiteGaussian function H has the properties:
and
where δ mn = 1 for m = n and δ mn = 0 for m ̸ = n. The expansion coefficients ρ n and φ n can be obtained from
The above approximation also follows the spectral Galerkin method since the Hermite-Gaussian basis function satisfies the longitudinal open boundary condition naturally. For a smooth function, this results in the error in above approximation going to zero exponentially with respect to the number of the basis function. Substituting the functions ρ and φ into Eq. (11), and using the orthogonality of the scaled Hermite-Gaussian functions Eq. (22), the Poisson equation is reduced into a group of linear algebraic equations:
where n = 1, 2, . . . , . If the number of the Hermite-Gaussian modes can be controlled within a reasonable limit by taking advantage of the high order accuracy of the spectral method, this method can still be very efficient. Another advantage of this method is that it provides a natural smoothing of electric potential in the self-consistent PIC simulation by removing the high frequency modes in the expansion.
3D integrated Green function method
Another method to solve the 3D Poisson equation inside the open rectangular pipe is to use an integrated Green function method directly. In Ref. [20] , a transverse standard Green function and a longitudinal integrated Green function method was used to solve the Poisson equation in the open conducting pipe. In this paper, we extend that method into a fully 3D integrated Green function method. Using a 3D integrated Green function saves the computational cost in order to resolve the Green function variation on numerical grids. This method has also the advantage of using a computational domain that contains only the beam itself instead of the whole transverse pipe cross-section.
In Section 2.1, we expand the solution of electric potential and the charge density transversely using two sine functions and obtain the longitudinal z dependent solution using a Green's function method. By substituting Eqs. (9) and (13) 
Following the same idea of the preceding subsection, we can define a three-dimensional integrated Green function as:
where h x = (x max −x min )/(N x −1) and h y = (y max −y min )/(N y −1).
Using the extended trapezoidal quadrature rule in 3D, the electric potential on a grid (i, j, k) can be approximated as:
The numerical error in above approximation scales as
The above summation can also be calculated efficiently on a doubled computational domain using an FFT method with zero padding method. In order to compute this summation using the FFT-based method, besides the direct
It turns out that those auto-correlations can be handled in a similar way to the convolution term except that the backward/forward FFT is used in the dimension with autocorrelation while the forward/backward FFT is used in the dimension with convolution [20] 
Numerical examples
In the following, we present several numerical examples for the above proposed algorithms. Here, we assume that the charged particle beam has a 3D Gaussian density distribution as:
where σ x , σ y , and σ z denote RMS sizes of the beam, and x 0 , y 0 , and z 0 denote the centroid of the beam.
In the first example, we study the effects of longitudinal-totransverse aspect ratio on the accuracy of the numerical solution.
We assume that the pipe transverse aperture sizes a = b = 2, transverse RMS beam sizes σ x = σ y = 1/6, and the longitudinal RMS size σ z = 1/6 that results in an aspect ratio of A = 1, and the σ z = 16.67 for an aspect ratio of A = 100. The computational grid used in this example is 65 × 65 × 64, and the maximum transverse and longitudinal modes N l = N m = N n = 64. Fig. 2 shows the electric potential solution on-axis (red lines) and off-axis (green lines) as a function of the longitudinal distance using the spectral standard Green function method and the spectral integrated Green function method. It is seen that for small aspect ratio beam (A = 1), the two methods agree with each other very well. However, for large aspect ratio beam (A = 100), the integrated Green function solutions are very different from those obtained from the standard Green function solutions. The standard Green function method significantly over-predicts the on-axis and the off-axis electric potentials. This is because the standard Green function method in the longitudinal direction fails to resolve the fast variation of the Green function in Eq. (13) as the bunch length increases in the large aspect ratio case and the longitudinal mesh size (h z ) increases with fixed longitudinal grid points.
In the second numerical example, we would like to compare the solutions from the above three numerical methods with the analytical solutions using the same numerical parameters as the preceding example with the aspect ratio A = 100. The analytical Fig. 3 shows the electric potential solutions and the relative errors along the center horizontal axis from the above three numerical methods (the spectral integrated Green function (green line), the 3D spectral method (blue line), the 3D integrated Green function method (pink line)) and the analytical solution (red line). All three numerical methods produce solutions with relative errors below 0.1%. The 3D spectral method solution has the least relative errors as expected. The 3D integrated Green function method has the largest relative errors but is still below 0.1%. Fig. 4 shows the electric potential solutions and the relative errors along center longitudinal axis in this example using the three numerical methods together with the analytical solution. Again, all three methods give a good approximation to the analytical solution with the maximum relative error below 0.1%. The 3D spectral method shows the least relative error among the three methods.
The 3D integrated Green function method has larger relative errors than the other two methods. It is also more computational expensive than the other two methods since the calculation of the integrated Green function itself involves double summations with respect to the number of transverse modes. However, it has the advantage that the convolution integral contains the beam itself in a 3D computational domain. For example, in the application with a small, long beam inside a rectangular conducting pipe as shown in Fig. 5 , the computational domain for the 3D integrated Green function method needs only to contain the beam instead of the entire transverse cross section of the conducting pipe. This helps to improve the numerical resolution and accuracy of the solution. In the following numerical example, we assume a Gaussian distribution beam with σ x = σ y = 1/48 and σ z = 66.67, and pipe aperture a = b = 2. This beam has a very large aspect ratio of 3200. Such a large aspect ratio beam can be found in some storage ring accelerators. The computational grid used in this example is 65 × 65 × 64, and the maximum transverse and longitudinal mode number N l = N m = N n = 64. Fig. 6 shows the electric potential distribution solutions and relative and from the spectral IGF method (red) for a beam with an aspect ratio 1 (left) and an aspect ratio 100 (right). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) errors on center axis along the longitudinal z direction from the analytical solution and from the three numerical methods. It is seen that the 3D integrated Green function method has the least error among the three solutions. This is because that this method uses a computational domain that contains the beam itself, while the other two methods use a computational grid that covers the entire transverse cross-section of the pipe, hence, less numerical resolution of the beam itself. The two solutions from the spectralintegrated Green function method and the 3D spectral method show similar larger errors than that from the 3D integrated Green function method. This is due to the fact that the poor transverse resolution in both methods results in these large errors. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed three new 3D Poisson solvers to calculate the electric potential in the charged particle beam inside an open conducting rectangular pipe. Those three Poisson solvers effectively save the computing resource by using a computational domain that longitudinally contains the beam itself. Using an integrated Green function in two solvers also avoids the need to resolve rapid variation of the Green function inside the beam and saves the computational cost of using a large number of grid points in the solution. The spectral integrated Green function solver and the 3D integrated Green function solver have a computational complexity of O(N log(N)), where N is the total number of grid points. The computational cost of the 3D spectral solver scales as O (N n N) , where N n is the number of Hermite-Gaussian modes used in the solution. Given the fast convergence rate of the spectral solver, the mode number might be kept small. In scaling estimation, the spectral integrated Green function Poisson solver and the 3D integrated Green function Poisson solver are more efficient than the 3D spectral Poisson solver. In practical application, the 3D integrated Green function Poisson solver is most time consuming due to the double summations in the Green function. However, it has the advantage that the computational domain only needs to contain the beam itself in both transverse and longitudinal directions. This saves computational cost when the transverse size of the beam is much smaller than the transverse aperture of the pipe. The 3D spectral solver has an extra cost factor depending on the Hermite-Gaussian mode number. However, this solver normally has less numerical errors and can also provide smooth electric potential solution even if the charge density function contains numerical noise from the discrete macroparticle deposition in the PIC simulation. The spectral integrated Green function solver has a numerical accuracy between the 3D spectral solver and the 3D integrated Green function solver, but a favorable computational cost scaling.
